We Urgently Need A Generation Who Seeks To
Strive For Development: Experts

BSG Chairperson Vishesh Gupta urged the participants to create their unique success stories
based on spirit of challenge and continuous learning.
"I believe that no matter how successful nations become in terms of GDP or how well-crafted the policies are, if the intention of the people is not in the right place, none of it
would lead to what we actually mean of development. Therefore, we urgently need a generation who not only sees but seeks to strive for development with the right heart", said
Minal Karanwal, Sub-divisional Magistrate and Project Officer, Nandurbar, Maharashtra at an event organized by Bharat Soka Gakkai.
The Webinar stressed that one youth can become a beacon of hope for another youth- creating a ripple effect towards establishing a peaceful society.
Panelist Karan Jerath-the youngest member on the 2016 Forbes' 30 Under 30 Energy List, and a United Nations Young Leader for the Sustainable Development Goals - reinforced
his belief in the Power of Youth stating: "Young people are an untapped resource that have the potential to contribute positively to society. I'm thrilled to be able to share my story
via BSG and am looking forward to hearing from my fellow panelists. I hope we successfully inspire the next generation to become proactive in shaping their futures."
Reiterating Karan's belief in the power and enterprise of youth, Panelist Hemakshi Meghani, shared that though she has studied abroad, her passion for bottom-up social reform
and making democracy work for every citizen of the country, drew her back to India. And finally, she went on to be Co-Founder of the Indian School of Democracy. She added: "I
truly believe that the world needs leaders who serve with their heads, hearts and hands aligned. Our generation is facing some of the most complex challenges and hence it's our
responsibility to nurture youth who have the inner and outer readiness to serve everyone around them. This is only possible if we see the interconnected among ourselves and
step forward, collectively."
When one person refuses to give up and believes in the potential of their own life, a transformative chain reaction is set from hopelessness to hope!
Sumant Misra, All-India Young Men's Division Chief, BSG added, "In this age of dynamic changes, where, though the world has come afar in human intelligence and technological
advancements, humanity itself stares into uncertainty and darkness. Unlocking the infinite power already existing just one individual, and the solidarity of such awakened
individuals is the new dawn, a new sunrise of human dignity, of hope and of life!"
BSG Chairperson Vishesh Gupta said, "In my view, youth is not about one's age. It is about cultivating inner strength and fortitude and being open to new possibilities without
stagnating or becoming resistant to change. Youth means to overcome complacency and to always move forward". He urged the participants to create their unique success stories
based on spirit of challenge and continuous learning.

Bharat Soka Gakkai celebrates the power of youth in a unique webinar
On November 18, 2021, Bharat Soka Gakkai (BSG), an organisation led by the concept of ‘humanistic philosophy,’ hosted its firstever webinar titled “The Power of One- the Solidarity of Youth,” online.
The idea of the webinar was to harness the power of youth and unleash the power of knowledge for its participants. While the
webinar was interspersed with various cultural and other recitals, all leveraging the concept of peace and harmony, speeches by
eminent personalities gave the programme a fitting look. Participants spoke at length on the extent that youth can harness their
power to get mighty movements going.
Devika Chaturvedi, the moderator of the event, began the show by introducing the concept as well as the panelists. Quite at the
start, an inspiring fact shared by Ms. Shruti Nangia, leaders of the All India Young Women’s Division, BSG, moved everyone.
“Today’s webinar is significant for two reasons. It was this day 91 years ago, November 18, 1930, that the Soka Gakkai was founded
by Tsunesaburo Makiguchi and his closest disciple, Jōsei Toda. There could be no other befitting day for us to hold this youth
webinar than this day as we embark on a fresh journey today to live even a more youthful life," she said.
Another panelist, Minal Karanwal, a Sub Divisional Officer, and a Project Officer at BSG, shared her ideology, one that got her in
good stead. “I would share my secret formula the way master Oogway showed to Po, with the secret scroll. When he opened the
secret scroll, he found nobody but himself. So my secret formula was me, myself.”
Hemakshi Meghani, Co-founder, Indian School of Democracy, remarked that in the years gone by she did not have role models to
look up to. “I remember that I did not have role models around me. We had to look back at history to find a role model. But, I felt
like I could connect to women in politics; those around me, and they did not have to be grand figures in history. As we grow, we
need role models and relatable role models. I think that stored a drive into me, and my life choices aligned.”
Karan Jerath from United Nations Young Leader for the Sustainable Development Goals shared his journey. “A lot of my stories
start around the time when my family and I lived in Koala Lumpur, Malaysia. Just living in that marine environment made me gain
interest in what now is SDG 14 (Sustainable Development Goals)”.
Panelist, Sumanth Mishra, Chief at All India Young Men’s group, BSG, was poetic when he got his message across. “I think with a
strong sail and a good compass, we can embark into the oceans out there, really explore this depth of our life and discover true
happiness upon reaching the shore of our own chosen ambitions.”
Poetry and philosophy packed with unique webinars which went on for more than an hour and left its listeners in deep thought
for hours later.

NEW DELHI: Only the power and passion of the youth can usher in a new global era of peace and
harmony as the world emerges from the scourge of the deadly pandemic, India's youth leaders
said on Thursday. Speaking at a webinar organized by Bharat Soka Gakkai titled "The Power of One:
The Solidarity of Youth", they said India should capitalize on the advantage of having the world's
The Power of One : The Solidarity of Youth” largest population of youth to lead such a global movement and transform the age. The webinar
was a unique initiative as it urged participants to view the young generation as 'Trailblazers' of the
21st Century. Four youth panelists discussed how they could achieve lofty ambitions to create a
better world because they never stopped believing in themselves despite tremendous odds.
Panelist Karan Jerath-the youngest member on the 2016 Forbes' 30 Under 30 Energy List, and a
United Nations Young Leader for the Sustainable Development Goals - reinforced his belief in the
Power of Youth stating: "Young people are an untapped resource that have the potential to
contribute positively to society. I'm thrilled to be able to share my story via BSG and am looking
forward to hearing from my fellow panelists. I hope we successfully inspire the next generation to
become proactive in shaping their futures." The Webinar stressed that one youth can become a
beacon of hope for another youth- creating a ripple effect towards establishing a peaceful society.
Panelist Hemakshi Meghani, shared that though she has studied abroad, her passion for bottomup social reform and making democracy work for every citizen of the country, drew her back to
India.
And finally, she went on to be Co-Founder of the Indian School of Democracy. She added: "I truly believe that the world needs leaders who serve with their heads,
hearts and hands aligned. Our generation is facing some of the most complex challenges and hence it's our responsibility to nurture youth who have the inner and
outer readiness to serve everyone around them. This is only possible if we see the interconnected among ourselves and step forward, collectively." When one
person refuses to give up and believes in the potential of their own life, a transformative chain reaction is set from hopelessness to hope! Panelist Minal Karanwal,
Sub-divisional Magistrate and Project Officer, Nandurbar, Maharashtra, said, "I believe that no matter how successful nations become in terms of GDP or how wellcrafted the policies are, if the intention of the people is not in the right place, none of it would lead to what we actually mean of development. Therefore, we
urgently need a generation who not only sees but seeks to strive for development with the right heart." Sumant Misra, All-India Young Men's Division Chief, BSG
added, "In this age of dynamic changes, where, though the world has come afar in human intelligence and technological advancements, humanity itself stares into
uncertainty and darkness. Unlocking the infinite power already existing just one individual, and the solidarity of such awakened individuals is the new dawn, a new
sunrise of human dignity, of hope and of life!" Thanking the young panelists for joining the webinar, BSG Chairperson Vishesh Gupta said, "In my view, youth is not
about one's age. It is about cultivating inner strength and fortitude and being open to new possibilities without stagnating or becoming resistant to change. Youth
means to overcome complacency and to always move forward". He urged the participants to create their unique success stories based on spirit of challenge and
continuous learning. The webinar attracted an audience from across the country and from all walks of life.
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